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Abstract: Famous satirist, uzbek writer and poet -Muhammad Aminkhoja Mukimiy was one of the founders of Uzbek realism. The 

pseudonym of the poet “Mukimiy” - means "permanence”. He come on the stage as a supporter of the oppressed poor and ordinary 

people, artisans, and the homeless peasants. As a lyric poet and  foremost satirist, he was known  among the most well-known 

representatives of the Uzbek national literature between the XIX century and the XX century. 
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Along with the oral tradition of the nation, the work of our 

old poets, in particular, Lutfi, Navoi, Babur, Mashrab, Amir, 

had a significant influence on the development of Mukimiy’s 

lyrics, both ideologically and artistically. In his lyrics, Mukimiy 

respected true love, devotion and fidelity, the qualities that 

make a person spiritually beautiful, and suggested to get rid of 

mistrust, infidelity, instability.The image of the character of his 

gazelles, murabbaas and muhammas – the leading hero is 

embodied as a kind, spiritually harmonious and spiritually rich 

person with having possession the concepts of duty, loyalty and 

faithfulness. Because the hero is  a certain historical figure, a 

child of a period in which colonial oppression and violence 

predominate, a representative of the working people, with 

having neither wealth, nor position. He  always suffered 

spiritually,feeling the pressure of aggressors, the victim of 

torture and the severity. The poet also created several dozen 

muhammas, among which, according to his content and spirit, 

are found in pure social and satirical directions, but many are 

on the topic of love.In the heritage of the poet, there are many 

taxmis for gazals of  Navoi, Jami, Fuzuli, Amiriy, as well as 

contemporaries such as Furqat, Zestiy, Nodim, and his own 

gazals. Mukimi's lyrics are imbued with deep optimism, and 

vitality is one of the main and leading features of this lyric 

     In a period of Mukimiy existence, the description of the 

election was a subject not yet conducted for our literature, as it 

was a novelty that had not been met before in our socio-political 

life.The Soviet government introduced elections into 

Turkestan, in which was elected officials such as a yuzbashi, 

mingbashi1 and a judge. But this opened “the way” for bribery 

because of not conducting fairly, as it became a money-shaving 

competition of candidates to win in the election. Officials, who 

were far from people's torture and did not care with anything , 

besides their own benefits, were afraid of the election. In the 

poem “election”, the poet wrote about these vices. This 

following gazel, consisting of seven couplets, was found later 

(in 1956). 

Qachonkim bo’ldi hokim amri bilan ibtido saylov,  

Amaldor ahli boshig’a bo’lib keldi  balo saylov.  

  

Teraklar bargidek titrab,jami qozi mingboshi,  

Degaylarkim:”Yuzini teskari qil,ey xudo,saylov”. 

     Mukimiy worked on this topic ideological masterfully. 

He called the riots, which took place at the behest of the 

governors, a "election is disaster” 

It was right that the entire weight of these struggles of the 

selfish bureaucrats  was on the nation’s shoulders. 

     He created about 30 satirical works on such topics as 

horse, cart, mud, mosquitos,and malaria. In them, the poet 

laughed at the backward and ugly sides of life and many defects 

in social consciousness,as well as,  described the torture of 
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colonialism and devastation in a poisonous way. 

(«Devonamen», «Koʻsamen» «Hayron qildi loy», «Pash-

shalar», «Shikoyati bezak» and others).A number of other 

comedies  was reflected a new attitude to the changes in the life 

of society  («Taʼrifi pech», «Aroba qursin», «Loy» and others). 

     He brought to Uzbek literature the matter of workers 

and created a classes of types («Maskovchi boy taʼrifida», 

«Voqeai Viktor» and others). Based on the impressions of his 

travels to different cities and villages, he wrote 

“Sayohatnoma”2,  consisting of 4 parts  The work was written 

in light and composed of 4 couplets of each bands.  people's 

hard and difficult living conditions and  the devastation of the 

villages were described as realistic. He praised the good and the 

beauty, but laughed at the shortcomings and criticized bad 

vices. 

     Mukimiy's letters in prose and poetry are an example 

of epistolary literature.10 poems, about 20 prose letters were 

saved. His poems, manuscripts, bayazes which were  published 

in lithography at the beginning of  the XX centuries, have 

reached us. To study his masterpieces, to collect  and publish 

his works were started when he was alive.Initially, 

N.Ostroumov published the collection “Devoni Mukimiy” 

(T.1907), then, a collection of works with the name “Devoni 

Muqimiy maa hajviyot” was printed in 1910-1912. G.Gulom, 

Oybek, X,. Zarifov, H. Yakubov, H. Razzakov, G. Karimov, A. 

Khayitmetov and others studied his works later. Many samples 

of his poems have been translated into foreign languages.Also, 

the house-museum was established in Kukand. 

     In conclusion, we can say that the poet  was a real 

patriot that lived with hoping to make poor people’s living 

contions better. It is necessary to mention that he  became one 

of the founders of socio-political comedy in the history of 

Uzbek literature. The nationalist poet said over that colonial 

regime: "it's a world built above the rope!”. In this, the author's 

feelings of patriotism, loyalty  and pride to his native land are 

clearly seen. 
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